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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING   
B.E.  3/4  (M/P)   I – Semester  (Old) Examination, Nov. / Dec. 2012

Subject : Dynamics of Machines           

Time : 3 hours Max. Marks : 75

Note:  Answer all questions from Part–A and answer any FIVE questions from Part–B. 

PART – A  (10 x 2 ½ = 25 Marks)

1. What is meant by angle of heel in two-wheeler while taking a turn?    

2. Explain the function of a fly wheel in I.C. engine and in a punching machine. 

3. Define : Coefficient of fluctuation of speed, coefficient of fluctuation of energy.

4. Explain the use of controlling force diagrams in governors.   

5. Explain how multi-cylinder engines are balanced. 

6. Explain the terms : over damping, under damping, critical damping. 

7. Explain the difference between Rayleigh's method and Dunkerley's method for
transverse vibrations of a shaft.

8. What is meant by transmissibility ratio?  How vibrations are isolated? 

9. Derive the expression for a torsionally equivalent shaft. 

10.What is a node in a two or three rotor systems?  How many nodes exist on each case? 

           
PART – B  (5 x 10 = 50 Marks)

11.The rotor of the turbine of a yacht makes 1200 rpm clockwise when viewed from stern.

The rotor has a mass of 750 kg and its radius of gyration is 250 mm. Find the 

maximum gyroscopic couple transmitted to the body of the yacht when it pitches with a 

maximum angular velocity of 1 rad/s. What is the effect of this couple?

12.A governor of the Hartnell type has equal balls of mass 3 kg, set initially at a radius 

of 200mm.  The arms of the bell crank lever are 110 mm vertically and 150mm 

horizontally.  Find  a)  initial compressive force on the spring if the speed for an 

initial ball radius of 200 mm is 240 rpm.   b)  stiffness of the spring required to permit a 

sleeve movement of 4mm on a fluctuation of 7.5 percent in the engine speed. 

13.A punching press is driven by a constant torque electric motor.  The press is 

provided with a flywheel that rotates at a maximum speed of 225 rpm.  The radius 

of gyration of the flywheel is 0.5m.  The press punches 720 holes per hour, each 

punching operation takes 2 seconds and requires 15 KN-m of energy. Find the power of 

the motor and minimum mass of the flywheel if the speed of the motor is not to fall 

below 200 rpm. 

14.A shaft carrier five masses, A, B, C, D and E which revolve at the same radius in 

planes which are equidistant from one another.  The magnitude of masses in 

planes A, C and D are 50 kg, 40 kg and 80 kg   respectively.  The angle between 

A and C is 900 and that between C and D is 1350.  Determine the magnitude of the 

masses in planes B and E and their positions to put the shaft in complete rotating 

balance. 

15.A shaft  180 mm diameter  is  supported  in two bearings 2.5 meters apart.  It carries 

three discs of mass 250 kg, 500 kg  and 200 kg  at 0.6m, 1.5m  and 2m from the left 

hand.  Assuming the mass of the shaft is 190 kg/m, determine the critical speed of the 

shaft.  Young's modulus  for  the  material  of  the  shaft is 211 GN/m2. 
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16.A vibrating system consists of a mass of 8kg, spring of stiffness 5.6 N/mm and a   

dashpot   of   damping  coefficient  of  40 N/m/s.   Find   a)  damping  factor   b)  

logarithmic decrement and   c)  ratio of the two consecutive amplitude. 

17.Three rotors A, B and C having amount of inertia of 2000; 6000; and 3500 Kg-m2

respectively are carried on  a uniform shaft of 0.35m diameter.  The length of the shaft  

between  the  rotors A and B is 6m and between B and C is 32m.  Find the natural 

frequency of the torsional vibrations.  The modulus of rigidity for the shaft material is 80 

GN/m2. 
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